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From Principal’s Desk
Dear Readers,
I am delighted to introduce
the latest edition of our
school magazine, a platform
that celebrates the seamless
integration of technology and
the irreplaceable human
touch in today's dynamic
world.

In this digital era, technology has become an
indispensable tool for progress, offering
innovative solutions that shape both our society
and individual careers. However, let us not forget
that the emotional connection and personal
guidance provided by our teachers are equally
crucial. While technology empowers us, the heart
of education lies in nurturing character, empathy,
and a strong sense of community.

The pages of this issue reflects the harmony
between the digital and the human. As you
explore the articles within, may you appreciate
the role of technology in propelling us forward
while cherishing the timeless values that define
our educational journey.

NALLAM VEENA MANKOTI
Principal - Edify World School, Attapur



Star Performers

Bhashvika of Grade 4 has earned a gold medal for her
exceptional performance in Classical Dance, Vijaya
Madhavi Seva Samskruthika Academy.
Sasi Hasini of Grade 6, won the first position in an
inter-school Chess competition in Merutsav.
Zara Hussain, a Grade 3 student, secured the Bronze
Medal at the Deccan Roller Skating Competition.

Skating Competition
The Growing Tree 22nd Roller Skating Competition



1. Hiyan Sanghi, Grade-2, bagged first place in both, the Road race and

Rink race

2. Viha Agarwal shines with a Silver Medal in The Little Champs Roller

Skating Competition by Born to Skate Roller Skating Academy, Under 9-11

category!

3. Giana Singhal, Grade-5, bagged third place in the Road race and first

place in the Rink race

4. K Vedansh Reddy, Grade-3, bagged first place in the Rink race

5. Sai Dewanshi Reddy, Grade-3, bagged Second place in the Rink race

6. Lohita, Grade-1, bagged first place in Rink race

7. Md. Hamza, Grade-3 bagged third place in both the Rink race and Road

race

8. Tejas Sutodia, Grade-3, bagged third place in the Road race

9. Ram Reddy, Grade-3 bagged first place in the Rink race

10. B. Veda, Grade-4 bagged second place in the Rink race

11. P. Veekshit Reddy, Grade-3 bagged second place in the Rink race



ASSEMBLIES
G5 Achievers gave a message through their special presentation,
"We are what we eat," in the assembly. Junk food and its effects
on the human body were discussed and explained through the food
pyramid and healthy plate blueprint! 

The food we eat determines the health of our bodies!

Celebrating International Friendship Day with our amazing Middle
School team! From heartfelt skits to soulful songs, Edifians
embraced the true essence of ideal friendships! Grateful to our
dedicated teachers, Principal Ma'am, CEO Sir and incredible
students for making it a day to remember!

The phrase “United we stand, divided we fall” is a common
expression that highlights the importance of unity. To make this
evident, students of Grade 3, presented a heart-touching assembly
on 4th August. The theme of their assembly was a beautiful blend
of friendship, unity and freedom.

Edifians of Grade 6 proudly presented their tribute to
International Handlooms Day, celebrating India's rich heritage in
cottage and small-scale industries. From enlightening speeches on
handloom's significance to a captivating fashion show displaying
diverse clothing from various regions, our students showcased the
timeless artistry and cultural essence of handloom.

Every Citizen of India must Remember that he is an Indian and
must be responsible towards the Country. 
Students of Grade 4 Scholars Presented a Beautiful Assembly that
showcased the Patriotism and Responsibility of Every Indian
Citizen.  It was really a lovely presentation. Our Respected
Principal ma'am addressed the gathering and said that every
student must follow the Philosophy of our Freedom Fighters and
should remember their great struggle for the Country.

We are what we eat

Friendship Day

United we stand, divided we fall

International Handlooms Day

Our Freedom Fighters



ASSEMBLIES
G5 Scholars chose SUCCESS as the theme for their assembly and
conveyed a meaningful message through a skit that success doesn't
come to you unless you work hard!

Embracing the Power of Unity! Our Edifians’ of Grade 1 Thinkers
assembly today reminded us that when we stand together, we're
unstoppable. we learned that unity is our greatest strength. Let's
keep this spirit alive, supporting and uplifting one another every
step on the way.

Grade 5 Inquirers presented a captivating class assembly titled
"Celestial Odyssey," taking the students on an enthralling journey
through the cosmos to explore celestial bodies. The assembly began
with a visual display showcasing the Sun, planets, gas, dust, and
black holes, setting the stage for a cosmic adventure that depicted
the movements of planets within the solar system. This
performance not only highlighted the students' creativity and
dedication but also fostered a sense of wonder and curiosity about
the universe, leaving a lasting impact on all who witnessed it.

Morning school assemblies are the best learning platform to learn
outside the text books. They activate the brain leaving learners
with enthusiasm whole day. The Edifians of grade 2 pioneers
performed a skit and dance to showcase the moral value 'Always be
truthful' which left children with introspection and importance of
speaking truth always.

Embracing unity in diversity

 'Always be truthful'

Celestial Odyssey!

Grade 1 students in today's assembly celebrated the unity of two
diverse festivals: Ramzan and Diwali. They shared how Ramzan
promotes empathy and giving, while Diwali brings light and
togetherness. The young learners highlighted the common values
these festivals teach us, inspiring everyone to embrace unity in
diversity.

Success!

Power of Unity!



ASSEMBLIES
Every year 29th of August we celebrate Telugu Language Day as is
it the Birthday celebration of Shri.Gidugu Venkata Ramamurthy. 
As part of Telugu Language Day Grade 4 Stalwarts of Edify World
School performed an Unforgettable Assembly, showcasing the
importance and the Origin of Telugu Language.

Grade 2 Scholars Shine in Rakshabandhan-Themed Assembly:
Celebrating Love, Protection, and Togetherness through Dance and
Games.

Telugu Language Day

Rakshabandhan

MY JOURNEY IN EDIFY WORLD SCHOOL 

I joined Edify World School in the 4th grade. Now, I would like
to share my journey at this school from last year to the present
year. I have created numerous memories with both my friends
and teachers.

On my first day at this school, everything seemed new to
me. On that initial day, I quickly made many friends who
brought a lot of laughter into my life. From that point
forward, I became increasingly excited about going to
school. I enjoy attending school because it provides me with
opportunities to learn new things and spend my entire day
with my friends. Without them, my day wouldn't be as
enjoyable.

The teachers at this school are incredibly kind and patient
in their explanations. My favorite teacher from last year is
Hina ma’am. All the teachers are innovative in their
teaching methods. They ensure that even if we are absent,
we receive additional support to complete our work.

The school organizes a variety of activities, such as doodle art, Olympiads, and quiz competitions.
I have participated in nearly all of these activities and even won some prizes. The school's goal is
to enhance students' creativity, develop their talents, and boost their confidence.

Throughout this journey, I've come to realize that this school is the best fit for me.

BY ALEENA OF GRADE 5 SCHOLARS



S��des� E¤chasge P�zg�ar:
'Wi�h The Wz�ld': Glzbal
Czssec�izs�, S���aisable
Vi�izs�"
"Is as is��i�isg c�z��-c�l���al esdea¡z�, z�� ���des��
ac�i¡el¥ esgaged zs a glzbal �la�fz�r �h�z�gh a
���des� e¤chasge ��zg�ar ¢i�h �he e��eered
Ja�ase�e z�gasi©a�izs 'Wi�h The Wz�ld.' Tzge�he�, �he¥
e¤�lz�ed �he dzrais zf ����aisable hz��isg, e¤chasgisg
asd �ha�isg issz¡a�i¡e idea� �ha� ��as�cesd bz�de��
asd c�l���e�."

The G�ea� Isdia Q�i©:
Igsi�isg P�ide

We aired �z ���esg�hes �he bzsd be�¢ees z��
¥z��h asd z�� he�i�age ¢i�h �he "G�ea� Isdia Q�i©"
zs Isde�esdesce Da¥.The ��i© fz��e�ed ��ide,
dee�esisg �hei� czssec�izs �z z�� sa�izs'� hi��z�¥.
D��isg �he cz���e zf �he ��zg�ar, �a��ici�as��
gaised a dee� �sde���asdisg zf Isdia'� �a�� asd
fe�¡z� fz� i�� f����e b¥ e¤�lz�isg �he gezg�a�h¥,
a��, fe��i¡al�, lasg�age�, ascies� ¢i�dzr, asd r�ch
rz�e ¢hile c�z��isg ¡a�iz�� le¡el� zf �he ��i©.
Thask� �z ed�ca�z��, �a�es��, asd eage� lea�se��,
¢hz s�����ed �hi� c�l���al flare is z�� ¥z��h fz� a
b�igh�e� �zrz��z¢. Os a �zlle� cza��e� zf
e¤ci�eres�, B�ahrz� Hz��e �zzk �he lead ¢i�h 62
�zis��. U�isg ligh�sisg-fa�� b�©©e��, a�diz-¡i��al
esigra�, asd �a�id-fi�e �z�sd�, �he fz�� hz��e�
di��la¥ed is�ellec� asd ksz¢ledge ¢i�h isfec�iz��
�rile�. B�illias� risd� czllided is a ¢hi�l¢isd zf ¢i�
asd ¢i�dzr is �hi� �hz¢dz¢s.



Edifest Melange
PERFORMING ARTS

Edifest Melange was a Canvas of Artistry that was ignited by traditional lamp
lighting and fueled by the profound words of Ms. Haritha Reddy that kindled

inspiration. The presence of our esteemed principal, CEO, and chief guest
Vaishali Sharma, a passionate educator who firmly believes that a good

curriculum is truly fortunate when paired with an exceptional educator, added
an extraordinary essence to the event. Dancers' movements painted poetry,

musicians' notes weaved emotions, and instruments harmonized in a
symphony of creativity.

A day when artistic souls painted the school
halls with hues of talent and passion.
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Which rabbit eats the carrot first?
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Edifest Melange
THE EDIFIANS JOYFULLY

PARTICIPATED IN THE JAM ACTIVITY.
The "Just A Minute" (JAM) session involved
one-minute impromptu speeches, where
Edifians learned about speaking intelligently
rather than swiftly. While anyone could deliver
prepared speeches, the real evaluation of
communication skills lay in spontaneity.
Edifians were given a topic, had 15 seconds to
consider it, and then expressed their thoughts
on the given topic.

POEM RECITATION
“Poetry is simply the most beautiful,

impressive, and widely effective mode of saying
things.”  - Matthew Arnold

The Edifians enthusiastically took part in a Poem Recitation
competition, where their passion and confidence shone brightly.

Each student stepped onto the stage, armed with a unique poem,
and delivered it with unwavering zeal. Their youthful voices

brought the verses to life, captivating the audience and
showcasing their impressive memory skills. The recitations not

only highlighted their talent but also provided them with a
platform to boost their self-assurance through stage exposure.

As these young poets shared their chosen pieces, the room was
filled with a sense of wonder and appreciation. The determination

and effort they put into their performances were evident, as they
left no stone unturned in their quest for excellence. The judges,

equally moved by the participants' heartfelt renditions, offered
their commendations and applause, acknowledging the hard work

that went into crafting each recitation. This Poem Recitation event
served as an opportunity for these Edifians to showcase their

creativity and eloquence, leaving an indelible mark on the hearts
of all who were fortunate enough to witness their artistry.



MODEL UNITED NATIONS:
EWSMUN

Welcome to EWSMUN, the Edify World School
Model United Nations! Participants were assigned
countries and geared up for the upcoming MUN
event. Representing these countries, students
engaged in diplomatic discussions, debates, and
negotiations to address global challenges. Through
role-playing, they developed diplomacy and
communication skills while simulating real UN
committees. EWSMUN offered a unique
opportunity for personal growth and impactful
learning in international relations. They got ready
for an exciting journey of collaboration and
understanding on the global stage!

Across two dynamic days, our MUN conference
unfolded with passion and purpose. Day 1 began
with symbolic lamp lighting and captivating dance,
graced by CMD Mr. Rajeshwar Reddy who was
felicitated by the principal and the CEO of the
School. He took the stage to address the MUN
assembly infusing the atmosphere with palpable
enthusiasm. Day 2 brought intense committee
debates, an enlightening press conference, and a
joyous delegates' dance that fostered a sense of
unity. Exceptional achievers were honored by
Academic Director Ms. Haritha Reddy. This
conference was a blend of knowledge, unity, and
diplomacy in action.
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Our Independence Day event was a
magnificent fusion of respect,

patriotism, and skill. Starting from
the dignified unfurling of the

tricolor and the inspiring speeches
by CMD Mr. Rajeshwar Reddy, the

Principal, and the CEO, to the
vibrant performances that echoed

the rhythm of our nation's soul,
each instance paid homage to our

remarkable past.



Nurturing Connections with Heartfelt
Gestures and Trust-building Activities!
Marking the occasion of Friendship Day,
students ranging from Iks to Grade 9
engaged in a captivating exploration of
camaraderie. The day unfolded with
heartfelt letters, symbolic bands, and
thoughtful cards exchanged among peers. A
trust-building game further solidified the
bonds among them, emphasizing the essence
of friendship. This event served as a
reminder to foster connections and cultivate
trust, ensuring these relationships flourish
over time, spanning across different age
groups and fostering a sense of unity and
understanding.

Friendship Day

Van Mahotsav
In a dynamic showcase of environmental
dedication, grade 4 and 5 students recently
engaged in a spirited Van Mahotsav
competition demonstrating their
commitment to tree planting and ecological
awareness.

a.Our solar system formed about  4.5

billion years ago.

b.Jupiter is a gas giant

c.Pluto is a dwarf planet

Fun facts about Solar System by

P. Nayan Advik, Grade 1 Thinkers

DID YOU
KNOW?



Field Trips

Supermarket

A visit to a Supermarket

Ravindra Bharti

Movie Time!

Ravindra Bharti

Movie Time

Students should be aware of and develop all
aspects of their lives. In conjunction with
extended learning on "A visit to a
supermarket," our Tiny Tots of IK 1 and IK 2
went on a field trip to the Supermarket on
9/8/2023. It was exciting to see our
students' enthusiasm for identifying healthy
and unhealthy food.
 

Unlocking a world of wonder at Ravindra
Bharti's fossil exhibition, Edifians from
grades 4 to 9 stepped back in time. With the
curiosity of junior palaeontologists, they
discovered ancient treasures and embarked
on an extraordinary journey through Earth's
captivating history.

Reflecting on history and its lessons through
the lens of film. 
Edify's learners, from the higher grades,
engaged in a thought-provoking cinematic
experience as they watched 'Gandhi'.



Parent Connect Programs:
Coffee Morning and PTM!

"Coffee, Chats, and Education: A Significance-Filled Parent-
Teacher Meeting. Students led the way in showcasing their
advancements, nurturing engaging conversations with parents
in a comfortable and inviting environment. Spanning from
student presentations to captivating activities involving
parents like treasure hunts, perplexing puzzles, stimulating
inquiries, and challenging quizzes, it marked a day when
learning and entertainment effortlessly intertwined."



we
 were

 taken
 on

 a
 wild

 ride
through

 the
 realms

 of
imagination!

 Our
 IK-1

 and
 IK-2

kids
 transformed

 into
 enchanting

animals,
 sparking

 their
 creativity.

They
 were

 all
 smiles

 as
 they

strutted
 around

 in
 their

costumes,
 playing

 make-believe
with

 their
 peers.

 The
 day

 was
 full

of
 laughter

 and
 joy,

 creating
memories

 to
 last

 a
 lifetime.

Crazy
 Fancy

 Dress:
Animal

 Day

THIS 

MONTH
IN 

IKs

Weather Wonder!!!

Our young learners explored 

the

fascinating world 

of weather

patterns! Through 

captivating

games and 

colorful objects, they

embarked 

on 

a 

journey 

of

understanding the 

ever-changing

nature 

around 

us. From 

sunny

days to rainy 

showers, they 

had

sung weather songs while 

learning

about various weather

phenomena.



During
 preschool,

 children's
friendships

 carry
 lasting

importance.
 Friendship

 Day
on

 August
 4th

 left
 our

Edifians
 beaming

 with
smiles.

Friendship
 Day!

THIS 

MONTH
IN 

IKs

Rhyme Recitation
Competition.

Edifians of IK-3 

confidently 

made

their presence 

felt at the 

Rhyme

Recitation 

Competition.

Art by:

Aarav IK-3 Dahlias



Edify
 World

 School's
 IK-1

students
 enjoyed

 a
 delightful

nature
 walk,

 cultivating
 curiosity

and
 a

 fondness
 for

 the
 outdoors.

Embarking
 on

 a
 journeythrough

 nature's
 marvelswith

 our
 young

 explorers!

THIS 

MONTH
IN 

IKs

Jump, run, and
play

IK-2, got moving and 

have 

fun

with 

physical activity! Jump, run,

and 

play 

activities to stay

healthy 

and 

strong, making new

friends along the 

way.



Little
 hands

 of
 IK-2

 kids
 create

colorful
 masterpieces

 as
 they

bond
 and

 create
 cherished

memories
 together.

Palm
 printing

 is
 fun!

THIS 

MONTH
IN 

IKs

Pet Animals

A 

fun 

and 

creative 

activity 

where

IK 

kids used 

sponges to create

colorful masterpieces, fostering

their fine 

motor skills and

unleashing their imagination. Also,

introduced 

pet animals to IK 

kids

is an 

enriching experience 

that

nurtured 

empathy 

and 

taught

them 

the 

value 

of kindness and

responsibility.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/spongedabbing?__eep__=6&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZUq2frWoqctUXE00UfaD-swL6Zb6hozS1SWkpHxVa94GuwdzZtCsydh2CD178Dks_RaUf-tJQiUvncIHhAVi26848gacKWa0Ii4xPN1LmDUqOvA2F9_CFwZODR6KK3lZvD5_BPqWFSP8IhK-DSetgfl7KWWHg9JERC1bYBlvQL9sFaI2XR8IoKDxAr5K5Jdmis&__tn__=*NK-R


IK1
 Teacher

 Took
 on

 the
 Role

 of
Vegetable

 Seller
 to

 Teach
 Buying

and
 Selling.

 In
 an

 engaging
activity,

 IK1
 teachers

 assumed
the

 role
 of

 vegetable
 sellers,

allowing
 students

 to
 purchase

vegetables
 and

 grasp
 the

fundamental
 concept

 of
 buying

and
 selling.

Hands-On
 Education

THIS 

MONTH
IN 

IKs

Let’s groove!

Watching preschoolers groove 

to

music is heartwarming. Through

songs and 

interactions, they 

built

social skills and 

confidence,

preparing for school. Our little

Edifians had 

a 

joyful Fun 

Friday.



To commemorate India's independence

on August 15, 1947, Grade 3 students

dressed as their favorite freedom fighters,

honoring their sacrifices and

contributions.

THIS MONTH IN PSP - I

SKELETAL SYSTEM
Grade 3 students creatively illustrated

the Skeletal System as part of their

ongoing topic, "Our Identity." Using

cotton swabs, they constructed

diagrams that showcased their ingenuity.

This engaging activity proved to be a

valuable enrichment for the students.

The Tangram is a puzzle involving seven flat

polygons, or "tans," that are assembled to

create various shapes. The challenge was to

recreate a given outline using all seven pieces

without overlapping. Grade 3 Edifians used

Tangrams to craft a diverse range of intriguing

puzzles related to their Math topic.

OUR FREEDOM
FIGHTERS

LET’S GET ‘TAN’!



“Effective learning is experiential and

context-driven," and Edify firmly embraces

this principle of hands-on education. Grade

2 Edifians explored and comprehended the

concept of weight and its conversions

through a practical activity, enhancing their

confidence in the concept.

THIS MONTH IN PSP - I

LEARNING THROUGH
EXPERIENCE IS KEY

Grade 3 students explored the

Science Lab to understand skeletal,

respiratory, and digestive systems,

enhancing their comprehension.

The aura of independence is palpable, aligning

with the upcoming celebration of India's

Independence Day. Passion for the nation is

universal, transcending age, as evident from our

young Edifians of Grades 1 and 2. They adorned

the roles of revered freedom fighters, bringing

their iconic slogans to life and creating a

delightful visual spectacle.

SITUATION CENTRIC
LEARNING

PATRIOTISM WAS IN
THE AIR!!!



THIS MONTH IN PSP - I

OUR SYSTEMS
In every section of Grade 3, students

participated in interactive classroom

sessions, crafting models of the respiratory

system using clay, constructing the

musculoskeletal system with straws and

disposable glasses, and fashioning an

excretory system using pistachio peels. The

outcome was an enjoyable and engaging

learning experience.

"If you can't feed a hundred people, then just feed one,"

the renowned words of Mother Teresa, underscore the

significance of individual action. True freedom extends

beyond societal issues, with hunger being a prominent

concern. As a fundamental need and moral entitlement,

food is crucial for every human. In their pursuit to

alleviate hunger, Grade-2 Edifians explored the UNSDG

and strategies to address the crisis. They compiled

their insights into a mind map, pledging to set an

example for this cause.

UNSDG: ZERO HUNGER

Facts by Hitisha Sharma,
Grade 7 Inquirers CBSE

a.There is a lizard that can walk on water- Basilisks Lizard

b.Only female mosquitoes bite

c.Seahorse males give birth to baby

d.Hummingbirds are the only birds that can fly backwards

e.The giant pacific octopus has l9 brains, 3 hearts, and blue blood



THIS MONTH IN PSP - II

Our happy place

Metric System

"The only thing that you absolutely have to
know, is the location of the library." -
Albert Einstein.
Facilitating access to books becomes
engaging through this innovative
approach! In the quest to identify active
and passive voice sentences, Grade 5
students ventured into the library's
enchanting realm. With curiosity as their
guide, they delved into books, uncovering
these sentences. Joyful expressions
illuminated their faces upon success!

Grade 4 students
comprehended the metric
system's concept and units of
length measurement through
the step method.



THIS MONTH IN PSP - II

Enhancing Learning

with Real-Life

Examples!

Our Universe

Our Grade 4 learners explored partitives &
collective nouns during fruit break and
lunch break!
From a bowl of noodles and a bottle of
water to a bunch of grapes and a class of
students, they're discovering language in
delicious ways!

"The Universe is full of magical things
patiently waiting for our wits to grow
sharper." 
- Eden Phillpotts
Exploring the cosmos from the classroom:
Grade 5 Edifians immersed themselves
into the Universe with wonder, guided by
Eden Phillpotts' words and a captivating
Binocs Show video on astronomy.



Science
Grade 7 Explorers demonstrated

the turning effect of forces and

calculated moments of different

objects through experiential

learning.

क�ा 7 के ब�� के �ारा पाठ ‘पापा खो
गए’ म� �नज�व व�तु� क� पीड़ा का सजीव
�च�ण �कया गया है और पाठ के �ारा ब��
के अपहरण के बढ़ते वारदात� को �दखाया
गया है |

Hindi

THIS MONTH IN MSP

Riddles by Harsh Soni, Grade 2 Achievers

a.You answer me although I never ask you questions. What am I? 

b.What you fill with empty hands? 

c.What kind of coat can be put on only when wet?

d.What question can you never answer ‘Yes’ to? 

[Telephone]

[Gloves]

[A coat of paint]

[Are you asleep?]



THIS MONTH IN MSP

Highest Common Factor
Students of grade 6 CBSE

performed the activity on HCF. 

Hindi
क�ा 6 CAIE inquirers के �ह�द� छा��
�ारा 'ताजमहल' �वषय पर बनाए गए
प�रयोजना काय� क�ा म� ��तुत �कए गए।

क�ा 9 CAIE के �ह�द� छा�� ने आज अपने
�व�ालय के ��ड़ा �ांगण म� पौधारोपण
अ�भयान �कया �जसका मु�य �ब�� था -
पौधे भी सीखते ह� नई आदत�। 

Hindi



CYBER SAFETY SERIES

1. Think before you click

2. Create unique and strong passwords

3. Be careful about what you share

4. Check out terms and conditions

5. Do not use unsecured Wi-Fi sources

6. Safeguard the personal information

7. Only talk to people that you know

8. Only accept friend requests from people you      

know personally

9. Don’t meet up with anyone you have only met

online

10. Remember that not everyone online is who

they say they are

11. Only share images that you'd be comfortable

with your friends and family seeing

12. Never share your passwords

Cyber safety is the safe and responsible use of
information and communication technologies, such as the
internet, social media, online games, smart phones, tablets
and other connected devices. Cyber safety education
provides students with the knowledge and skills they need
to stay safe in online environments.

Introducing my innovation: "AquaVigor." This visionary concept

car combines seawater and electrolytes. By harnessing

battery-powered electrolytes, it efficiently extracts hydrogen

from seawater, propelling the engine and releasing sustainable

power. 

- Presented by Shariq Ahmed,

Grade 4 Communicators

Ms. Roopa
Computer Facilitator



Hello dear parents,
We are back again with another fascinating topic in our
journey of parenting, aiming to help us understand our
parenting styles.
In today's column, let's delve into one of the parenting
approaches and explore whether it resonates with you.
Let's introspect by asking ourselves this question: "Am I a
strict parent?"
So, let's discover for ourselves and learn how it affects
the child's development.

PARENTING TIPSPARENTING TIPS

Do I resort to hitting or shouting at my child to
control them?
Do I establish strict rules without the consent of my
child and punish them severely if they break these
rules?
Do I restrict their freedom to make their own choices
or decisions?
Do I demand that they adhere to my expectations?

If your answer is yes to most of the above, then you have
an authoritarian parenting style. If you don't change your
approach, it may damage the relationship between you
and your child.

Now, let's consider the repercussions of
being a strict parent:
1. Your child develops fear and hesitates to share
anything with you.
2. They may become aggressive and rebellious, using
these behaviors as their primary way of expressing
themselves.
3. They might resort to lying and hiding things to avoid
scoldings from you.

4. They are more likely to become bullies
or associate with bullies.
5. They may use physical aggression to
convey their feelings, mirroring what
they've learned from you.

Due to this, children lack self-confidence
and self-motivation, impacting their drive to
excel in various aspects. It ultimately
affects their mental health, and they might
unintentionally adopt this behavior.

Now, HOW to STOP being a strict
parent:

1. Avoid having excessively high
expectations from them.
2. Foster open communication, giving them
choices for decision-making.
3. Sit down, talk, and solve issues together.
4. Remember that even we are not perfect,
so avoiding expecting perfection from
them.
5. They are learning, and we are learning in
the process as well.

Let's learn and grow together, building a
wonderful bond with our kids - Happy Parenting.

UMA DEVI
MSc Psychology, BSc,
BEd, Certified Career
Counsellor, Certified
Child Psychologist,
Certified Neuro &
Biopsychologist
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I AM THE PARENT OF ADVIK,
GRADE 2
Our son Advik is incredibly fortunate to have the

chance to attend Edify school. Despite being a child

with special needs, the school's class teacher has

gone above and beyond to provide him with the

necessary support. We would like to express our

heartfelt gratitude to both the class teacher, Ms.

Chandrika, and the special education teacher, Ms.

Anjum, who have been unwavering sources of

support for our son. We are deeply appreciative of

Edify school and its staff. We eagerly anticipate

witnessing our son's growth here, and we must also

acknowledge the diligent efforts of our assigned

coordinator, Ms. Reshma, who consistently keeps us

informed with updates and details.

PARENTS’ PERSPECTIVE

I AM THE PARENT OF ALEENA,
GRADE 5
After reading this story, I, as a parent, feel incredibly

happy and proud of my daughter. She is

exceptionally talented, and your activities help bring

out our children's hidden talents in expressive ways.

Seeing my daughter so content with her friends and

satisfied with her teachers fills me with joy. When our

children are happy, we, as parents, are also satisfied

and content with our choice of a good school for

them. Kindly motivate and appreciate Aleena for her

talents, as it will boost her confidence. I understand

that this is a lengthy message, but these are my

genuine feelings regarding the school and its

teachers.



I AM THE PARENT OF HITARTH
AGARWAL, IK-3 
As a parent, I believe that the school plays a vital

role in shaping our child's future. My journey with the

school has been a positive one. The teachers are

dedicated and caring, ensuring a safe atmosphere.

Overall, I am grateful for the positive impact the

school has on our child's growth and development.

The school's extracurricular activities have been

invaluable. These activities have enabled our child to

discover new interests, talents, and a passion for

participation.

PARENTS’ PERSPECTIVE
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Student’s Testimony

"The school's commitment to holistic education has been
inspiring. I've not only excelled academically but also
developed life skills that will serve me well beyond graduation.I
wish to have more of SEP like every other kid!!!"

Syed Ajwa Hussain,

Grade 8 CAIE

“I enjoy studying here as the classes are fun and
filled with energisers. I especially enjoy the Sports
Program. My favourite is Skates!”

R. Rayansh,

Grade 2

"The school's commitment to holistic education has
been inspiring. I've not only excelled academically
but also developed life skills that will serve me well
beyond graduation.I wish to have more of SEP like
every other kid!!!"

Darsh Jain,

Grade 6

"The school's commitment to holistic education
has been inspiring. I've not only excelled
academically but also developed life skills that
will serve me well beyond graduation.I wish to
have more of SEP like every other kid!!!"

Kritiksha Agarwal,

Grade 4



STUDENT WORKS

Sketch by Mohammed Arhan Khan

Grade 3 

Jiyansh and Jivansh -
Grade 5 Explorers. 

Saanvi - Grade 5 Achivers

Eshanka - Grade 4 Explorers

G. Aarvi Sagar - Grade 2



We hope you'll enjoy
it and find it useful.
Keep an eye out for

the next edition!

www.edifyworldschoolattapur.com
Visit Us 

edifyworldschool_attapur Edify World School Attapur

UPCOMING EVENTS!!!
Teachers day celebration - 5th September

Janmashtami Celebration - 6th September
International Literacy Day [PSP, MSP] -
8th September
Grandparents Day [IKs] - 23rd September
Inter school Sports Competition [PSP,
MSP] - 15th & 16th September

Hindi Diwas [PSP, MSP] - 14th September

Ganesh Chaturthi Celebration - 18th
September
Chota Chef Fun cooking [IKs]/World
Gratitude Day/International Day of
Peace - 21st september
Roly Poly Clay Competition [IKs]/Tap
Your Feet Competition [PSP] - 22nd
september

Group Singing [MSP] - 23rd September

Orange Color Day Celebration [IKs]

Stay Tuned!!!

https://edifyworldschoolattapur.com/
https://www.instagram.com/edifyworldschool_attapur/
https://www.facebook.com/EdifyWorldSchoolAttapur

